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Foreword for Researching Craft Beer: 
Understanding Production, Community 
and Culture in an Evolving Sector

A brief  but telling debate played itself  out in 2017. Following a suggestion that 
alcoholic beverages, like cigarettes, ought to be sold under generic packaging, 
attention turned to the possible impact of such legislation on the flourishing craft 
beer sector. Perhaps, some argued, in a world of plain unbranded packaging craft 
beer would thrive as consumers focussed on the bold flavours and carefully select 
ingredients of the drink. Such a move could rebalance the uneven scales in the 
David and Goliath battle between the plucky micro-brewers, who prioritise qual-
ity and innovation, and the global conglomerates, whose mass-produced beers 
have for too long benefitted from market dominance propped by multi-million-
pound advertising budgets and branding strategies this new breed of craft brewer 
are unable or unwilling to imitate. Or, others postulated, this would be a world 
where craft beer would struggle. For while the muted green label of the can or 
bottle might leave space for the brewery name and beer style, presumably in a 
small and non-offensive font, there would be no room for edgy or eye-catching 
logos and design work. Where, on such minimalist labelling, would the consumer 
read of hop varieties and flavour profiles? Most of all, there would be no space for 
narratives and ethos, and without value statements and origin stories the would-
be consumer would know little about the world of passionate and skilled craft 
brewers that they are buying into when they purchase, serve and sup their chosen 
craft beverage.

While the advent of enforced plain packaging is unlikely, in the proposed 
thought experiment these two scenarios speak to the contradictions that fascinate 
many who, in recent years and in this volume, have found the production, sale and 
consumption of craft beer to be a fascinating, and some might say conveniently 
pleasurable, subject through which to explore a host of issues relating to contem-
porary ideas about work, labour, consumption, identity and community.

Part of the appeal of craft beer, for its advocates and for scholars looking to 
make intellectual sense of its emergence and endurance, is the premise that good 
beer, like good art or good music, is made by people with skill, passion and atti-
tude. The leading craft breweries have gained devoted followers who, in a manner 
akin to the fans of iconic rock bands, pass many an hour discussing the latest 
releases, the evolution of signature styles, who has influenced who and who is 
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pushing boundaries and breaking rules while others merely perform crowd pleas-
ing covers and greatest hits. Craft beer has captured the imaginations of many; in 
short, it is something that many people wish to align their identities with either 
through their work or their leisure. There are many who look to the sector for 
inspiration and for new ways of thinking about craft work, entrepreneurialism, 
localism and community. But there are also cracks, some might say foundational 
weaknesses, in the edifice of craft beer. Long celebrated for a culture of collabo-
ration and a spirit of irreverence, as the craft beer sector matures from its rebel-
lious adolescence it must reckon with cases of discrimination, charges of elitism 
and snobbery and accusations of selling out that threaten to fracture its relation-
ship with long term participants and weaken its appeal with a new generation of 
potential craft drinks lovers.

The book that follows is testament to the scale of craft beer for it spans from 
the very local to the national and global levels and, importantly, covers the life 
course of craft beer from its production, its branding, distribution and sale to 
the beer being served, drunk and appreciated. It is also commendably interdis-
ciplinary and, in its inclusion of practitioner perspectives, remarkably non-hier-
archical in refusing to see an analysis of the wider social, cultural and economic 
significance of craft beer production and consumption as solely emanating from 
the ivory tower of academic research. Indeed, far more ardent debates about the 
meaning of craft beer have been had over the pub table or the beer festival serving 
counter than over the university auditorium lectern.

My own research journey began with a close friend, trusted drinking buddy 
and fellow recently minted Sociology PhD. Surveying the crowds at the closing 
stages of a local beer festival and musing that surely someone must try to make 
sense of this cultural phenomenon reshaping how people think about and relate 
to one of the oldest beverages known to humankind. The project I soon com-
menced began with a sole focus on the consumers of real ale and craft beer but, 
before long, I ventured hopeful emails to local brewers who, as it turned out, 
were more than willing to speak to me for research interviews, often perched on 
casks between mash tuns and fermentation vessels surrounded by the by then 
familiar smells of the brew house. Of course, I soon realised, the brewers were 
themselves consumers and passionately so. Sometime later, I spoke to others, 
writers, beer sommeliers and beer festival organisers. Again, passionate and com-
mitted consumers but also each participants in the dynamic and evolving craft 
beer community. It is a scene in which many people straddle the blur between 
production and consumption. It’s a community where, particularly in recent 
years with blogs, Tweets and RateBeer reviews, a host of amateur cultural inter-
mediaries hold forth on the minutia of brewing, style and taste.

Being asked to speak at the opening of the Craft Beer Research and Enterprise 
Workshop Symposium (CBREW) symposium in Edinburgh back in July 2019 
and to prepare a foreword for Researching Craft Beer has been a welcome chance 
to reflect on the pleasures and perils of researching craft beer. The editors bring to 
bear on the topic their collective expertise in marketing, management and organi-
sational studies. Further still, they exude both an appreciation of relevance of the 
fast-changing craft beer sector in Scotland, where they are based, and beyond. 
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They also, of course, share no small amount of their own enthusiasm for good 
beer, brewed, served and consumed the ‘right way’. In each of the chapters, the 
contributing authors take aim at the moving target that is a rapidly changing craft 
beer sector – currently striving to adapt to the realities of the Covid pandemic and 
its impacts – and, as a whole, the book promises a timely contribution which both 
takes stock and sets agendas for the continued study of craft beer across academic 
disciplines and beyond.

Dr Thomas Thurnell-Read
Loughborough University

May 2021
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